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The paper explores the phenotype of the amphibious company,which is intended
as the fittest economic species in today’s hypercompetitive business arenas and
hence the most likely to survive and prosper. Four behavioral traits are proposed
and discussed as distinctive of amphibious companies: doing different jobs good,
diversifying in multiple market arenas, brokering and bridging across business
networks and absorbing knowledge from the outside. The paper illustrates these
arguments through a paradigmatic case study of an Italian firm operating in the
chemical industry,which has been able to survive a challenging crisis by adopting
an amphibious behavior.
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and services. For the largest part of the 20th
century, this closed model worked well, as evi-
denced by the history of success of corporate
R&D centers such as IBM’s and AT&T's Bell
Labs (Chesbrough, 2003).

However, at the end of the 1990s a number
of dramatic environmental changes have start-
ed to challenge these traditional views in stra-
tegic management and industrial innovation.
Knowledge and technologies are increasing-
ly fragmented and internationally dispersed.
Information grows in importance as a deter-
minant of economic value creation (Shapiro
and Varian, 1999). Change in markets and tech-
nologies occurs at a rate faster than ever and,
most importantly, is largely unpredictable
(Chesbrough, 2003). Technology fusion and
industry convergence continuously redefine
blurring knowledge and industry boundaries
(Kodama, 1992). The number and complexity
of technologies incorporated in new products
and services are soaring, whereas industry
lifecycles increasingly shorten (Bayus, 1998).
Many more markets have taken on the cha-

Introduction

Classical strategic management theories,
such as the five competitive forces (Porter,
1980) or the strategic conflict (Shapiro, 1989)
approaches, advocated that a firm’s competi-
tive advantage is achieved and protected by
seeking the most favorable industry positio-
ning and by erecting strong entry barriers. In
an environment characterized by largely pre-
dictable changes in markets and technologies,
well defined industry boundaries, and fairly
limited international competition, firms tried
to maximize value creation by combining inter-
nal investments in R&D and in downstream
assets, such as manufacturing and distributi-
on (Chandler, 1990). This resulted in what has
been called “closed” approach to industrial
innovation management, which is based on
the assumption that successful innovation
requires control. Accordingly, companies inves-
ted heavily in internal R&D and hired the best
people to invent, research, develop, manufactu-
re and commercialize in-house new products
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what is lacking is a complete understanding
of the phenotype1 of those firms that are the
fittest to survive the current environmental
context. Put it differently, what is the inter-
nally consistent set of observable characteris-
tics of the most successful companies? Organi-
zational routines and capabilities have been
conceptualized as the genotype2 of a compa-
ny (Nelson and Winter, 1982) and have attracted
much attention from strategic management
and organization scholars. We need however
to search for the external manifestation of this
genotype, so as to improve our ability to iden-
tify those companies that are the most likely
to survive the current competitive environ-
ment and those that, instead, will suffer from
competition and therefore deserve manageri-
al attention and intervention. This would sig-
nificantly increase the predictive power of our
knowledge regarding the roots of sustained
competitive advantage.

Our main argument in the remainder of
the paper is that firms possessing dynamic
capabilities that make them apt at successful-
ly competing in the current economic and com-
petitive environment show a phenotype which
is similar to that of amphibious species in the
animal world. Indeed we claim that certain
observable characteristics of amphibians (e.g.,
frogs, toads, salamanders) resemble those of
companies outperforming their competitors
in high-technology, high-velocity and turbu-
lent industries. We illustrate our arguments
through a paradigmatic case study of an Ita-
lian firm operating in the chemical industry,
which has been able to outperform competi-
tors and to survive a challenging crisis by adop-
ting an amphibious behavior.

The phenotype of the amphibious com-
pany

Which are the typical observable traits of
the amphibious company, that underlie its
superior chances of survival and success in the
current hypercompetitive and highly inter-
connected business environment? The purpo-
se of this section is to introduce the distinguis-
hing elements of the phenotype of the amphi-
bious company, using comparisons taken from
the natural world and making explicit refe-
rence to established management and organi-
zational theories. Amphibians have been iden-

racteristics of networks and economic actors
are increasingly interconnected (Chakravorti,
2003).

Under these circumstances, established
strategic management paradigms become cle-
arly inadequate, due to their static underly-
ing assumptions on positioning and entry bar-
riers. As a result, new strategic frameworks
have been proposed. One of the most influen-
tial is the resource-based view (RBV) of the
firm, which argues that competitive advan-
tage stems from scarce difficult-to-imitate,
firm-specific resources owned or controlled
by firms (Wernerfelt, 1984). Accordingly, the
firm is seen as a portfolio of idiosyncratic and
difficult to trade assets and competencies
(Teece, 2007), which are becoming predomi-
nantly knowledge- and technology-based
(Grant, 1996; Granstrand, 1998). However, some
scholars have recognized that resources alone
are not sufficient to explain a firm’s competi-
tive advantage (Ray et al., 2004). A company
may have indeed technologies which can even-
tually ensure superior value creation perfor-
mance, but may lack the capability to under-
take the efforts necessary to realize this poten-
tial. This argument is brought forward by the
dynamic capabilities (DC) framework, intro-
duced by Teece and colleagues (Teece et al.,
1997), which argues that competitive advan-
tage not necessarily stems from firm-specific
assets, but from how they are configured by
managers (Cavusgil et al., 2007). Dynamic capa-
bilities are a set of specific and identifiable
strategic and organizational processes through
which firms within dynamic markets mani-
pulate resources into value-creating strate-
gies (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).

Dynamic capabilities have been associated
with a set of firm-level characteristics and
recurrent behaviors like flexibility, velocity,
collaboration attitude, ability to create and
exploit connections (Helfat et al., 2007). Com-
panies like Google, Procter & Gamble or IBM
have been cited as exemplary of these attitu-
dinal traits (Huston and Sakkab, 2006; Har-
reld et al., 2007). Much research has been done
to investigate the antecedents of firm-level
dynamic capabilities (Rothaermel and Hess,
2007) and, in this regard, a set of organizatio-
nal routines have been identified as manage-
rial and controllable antecedents of superior
capabilities (Bianchi et al., 2009). However,

1) Phenotype is defined as “the physical appearance of an organism as distinguished from its genetic makeup. The phenotype of an organism depends on which genes are domi-
nant and on the interaction between genes and environment”, Collins English Dictionary, 2003.
2) Genotype is defined as “the genetic makeup of an organism as distinguished from its physical characteristics”, Collins English Dictionary, 2003.
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cialization of proprietary knowledge, in the
form of out-licensing, spin-offs and joint-ven-
tures (Lichtenthaler, 2005), as well as outsour-
cing of low value added activities and contract
manufacturing. The following quote by Jeff
Weedman, vicepresident of P&G’s external
business development, is exemplary of how
the wise combination of inward and outward
operations is at the basis of a firm’s search for
competitive advantage: “There are many kinds
of competitive advantage. The original view
was: I have got it, and you don’t. Then there is
the view that I have got it, you have got it but
I have it cheaper. Then there is I have got it, you
have got it, but I got it first. Then there is I have
got it, you have got it from me, so I make money
when I sell it, and I make money when you sell
it” (Chesbrough, 2006, p. 201). However, the
practice of balancing internal and external
operations is extremely complex: these are
often dissimilar and somehow antithetic busi-
ness activities, which typically require highly
heterogeneous organizational cultures and
values. Amphibious companies are those that
have overcome inertia to change, have surpas-
sed strong cultural barriers, also known as Not-
Invented-Here (NIH) and Not-Sold-Here (NSH)
syndromes (Chesbrough, 2003), and have ope-
ned their organizational boundaries to the
external environment.

This ability to be good at very dissimilar
activities, e.g., hunting, moving and escaping
predators in water as well as outside it, is a
typical trait of amphibious species. Amphibi-
an is derived from the Ancient Greek term
“αµφίβιος” (amphibious), which means both
kinds of life, “amphi” meaning “both” and “bio”
meaning “life”. The term was initially used for
all kinds of combined natures. Eventually it
was used to refer to animals that live both in
the water and on land.

DDiivveerrssiiffyyiinngg  iinn  mmuullttiippllee  mmaarrkkeett  aarreennaass

Instead of playing defensively and erect-
ing barriers to protect market position, the
fittest companies rapidly diversify their activ-
ities in different market arenas, in search for
superior rents and growth opportunities
(Wernerfelt and Montgomery, 1988). Diversi-
fication along various dimensions, i.e. prod-
uct and geographies, is a characteristic of suc-
cessful firms and a fundamental determinant
of corporate growth (Granstrand, 1998). Entry
into new product markets gives rise to
economies of scope and scale, enables infor-
mation advantages and resource sharing,

tified as the “perfect pioneers” in the animal
world, as they have managed to spread the
most, and best, across the Earth (Van Bocxla-
er et al., 2010). Their evolution started from
South America, but they were able to rapidly
diffuse through Asia, Europe and Africa. In
Australia, amphibians have been imported by
man and they have spread like wildfire. They
attained a sub-cosmopolitan distribution in a
very short time frame and the 500 known spe-
cies show an interesting diversity in larval and
adult adaptation on each continent. Like toads
and frogs, amphibious companies are the pio-
neers of the business world. The next para-
graphs illustrate the four behavioral traits that
characterize amphibious companies, i.e. doing
different jobs good, diversifying in multiple
market arenas, brokering and bridging across
business networks, absorbing knowledge from
the outside. Of course these four logically dis-
tinct courses of action are strictly intertwined
and reinforce each other, therefore it is very
likely that they are observed contemporarily.

DDooiinngg  ddiiffffeerreenntt  jjoobbss  ggoooodd

A first distinctive trait of the successful
company in today’s business environment rela-
tes to its ability to effectively administer inter-
nal operations, i.e. those processes that occur
within the corporate walls, as well as exter-
nal relations, i.e. those governance forms that
involve interaction and collaboration with
external stakeholders (suppliers, clients, com-
petitors, universities, etc.). The benefits of
establishing external linkages include access
to complementary assets and competencies
(Teece, 1986), increased flexibility, sharing of
risk and costs, learning opportunities and crea-
tion of shared standards (Schilling, 2005). The
most successful companies have shown an
incredible capacity to combine and balance
internal and external operations both in the
exploratory and exploitative phases of the
innovation process (March, 1991). Effective
exploration of new value creating opportuni-
ties is achieved by integrating in-house R&D
efforts with technological collaborations, in
the form of acquisitions of new technology
based firms, in-licensing, corporate venturing,
R&D consortia and joint R&D with universi-
ties and research centers (Bianchi et al., 2010;
Van de Vrande et al., 2006). Similarly, superior
exploitation has been increasingly secured by
using a carefully balanced mix of internal
application of new technologies, through new
product development, and external commer-
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knowledge pockets. Brokers create bridges
which cross structural holes (Burt, 1992). These
connections represent invaluable business
opportunities whereby the “tertius iungens”
actor is in the best position to spot new dis-
coveries and to control information flows
(Obstfeld, 2005). In a globalized world charac-
terized by highly distributed knowledge and
competencies, it is not “know how” which mat-
ters in determining a firm’s competitive advan-
tage. Rather, it is “know where” and “know
who” that discriminate between successful
and unsuccessful innovators. Amphibious com-
panies have realized that going too deep into
all the relevant scientific domains or techni-
cal fields is not worth the required investment:
staying at the frontier is extremely costly and
the payback time is not compatible with
today’s shrinking technology life cycles. Instead
they rapidly move on the surface of business
networks and knowledge landscapes, aware
that  breakthrough innovations increasingly
stem from the cross-fertilization of tradition-
ally unrelated scientific disciplines (Kodama,
1995). This practice has been named technol-
ogy brokering by Hargadon and Sutton (1997)
and refers to the intelligent recombination of
existing knowledge from different sectors.
Using the words of the science-fiction author
William Gibson, technology brokering draws
on the belief that "the future is already here.
It's just not evenly distributed" (The Econo-
mist, 2003). Geox, an Italian footwear manu-
facturer, has grown to be one of the world lead-
ing players thanks to its breathable waterproof
sole shoes. This breakthrough innovation was
achieved by using a special membrane from
NASA’s astronaut spacesuits. Immersion, a
small California-based company, showed a
similar ability to fill technology gaps by suc-
cessfully transferring the proprietary Touch-
Sense technology, developed mainly for med-
ical applications, to the automotive industry,
thanks to a properly managed collaboration
with BMW.

The ability to rapidly move on the surface
can be observed in frogs and toads. Amphib-
ians are not as effective as fishes when it comes
to swim in the depth of a pond. However, they
are much faster and more agile when they
move close to the surface of the water and
when they jump on the land to hunt insects
or escape a predator. This startling agility
derives from their long and slender legs and
from the suction pads on the ends of the toes. 

reduces risks and earnings volatility in times
of declining traditional markets (Kim, Hwang
& Burgers, 1993). These benefits are especial-
ly evident when business diversification is
technology related, i.e. it builds upon or extends
existing technological competencies. The grow-
ing recognition of the general purpose nature
of many technologies, i.e. of their “potential
for pervasive use in wide range of sectors”
(Bresnahan and Trajtenberg, 1995), has pushed
firms to multiply the exploitation of their cor-
porate jewels by adapting them to a broad
number of application fields. This has been
the case of P&G, which started in 1837 as a can-
dle maker, and over 180 years has diversified
into soaps, emulsifiers, surfactants, household,
health and beauty care products, razors, bat-
teries and chips, through a dynamic process
of leveraging existing competencies and cre-
ating new ones (Sakkab, 2002). Supposedly
Google is following P&G’s footsteps, as from
Web search engines it is moving to operating
systems, cell phones, wind energy and cars
that drive themselves (New York Times, 2010).
Such a diversified strategy is consistent with
the theory of core competencies by Hamel and
Prahalad (1990), which argues that a limited
set of core competencies, if wisely integrated
in multiple combinations, can allow access to
a wide spectrum of markets and result into a
product’s advantage that is perceivable to the
customer and cannot be easily imitated by the
competition.

An important feature in the evolution of
amphibians is diversification (Van Bocxlaer et
al., 2010). Toads and frogs have radically diver-
sified their characteristics and behaviors to
adapt to very dissimilar environments: toads
that weigh more than 2 kilograms and are
more than 20 centimeters long can be found
in the Tropics as well as in semi-desertic areas,
while those that are only 1 centimeter long
and weigh less than a few grams live up on
the African mountains. Some species are vivip-
arous and give birth to 6-8 toads each time,
others spawn more than 18,000 eggs every
time. Overall, we are aware of the existence of
more than 500 species of frogs and toads, but
many more will be discovered in the near
future.  

BBrrookkeerriinngg  aanndd  bbrriiddggiinngg  aaccrroossss  bbuussiinneessss  nneett--
wwoorrkkss

A third distinctive trait of the most success-
ful companies is their ability to broker, i.e. to
connect otherwise disconnected actors and
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have been extensively investigated by strate-
gic management and organization research in
the last years. A well-known taxonomy of a
firm’s dynamic capabilities is that proposed
by Teece (2007), who identifies “sensing oppor-
tunities”, “seizing opportunities” and “recon-
figuring assets and management systems”
capabilities as those underlying sustained
competitive advantage. These should be con-
ceived as three classes of routines - the “genes”
of the organization (Nelson and Winter, 1982)
which enable a firm to express a certain behav-
ior and course of action, precursor of superior
competitive advantage, when interacting with
the external environment. The same genes
seem to characterize amphibious species. For
instance, they are extraordinary at sensing
future events. Scientists have discovered that
toads are able to detect earthquakes up to five
days in advance, because they are able to detect
pre-seismic cues such as the release of gases
and charged particles (weak signals), and use
these as a form of earthquake early warning
system (Grant and Halliday, 2010). Further-
more, the reconfiguring ability is clear in
amphibians’ metamorphose from a juvenile
water-breathing form (tadpole) to an adult air-
breathing form.

In this section of the paper we have
described the externally observable behavior
of the fittest firms in today’s business envi-
ronment, in the belief that this will increase
the predictive and practical impact of research
into the most recent conceptualization of the
RBV. In the remainder of this article, we will
discuss the case of a chemical company which
is illustrative of the phenotype of the amphibi-
ous firm.

Methodology 

FROG Inc. (the real name of the company
has been blinded for confidentiality reasons)
is an Italian firm operating in the electrochem-
ical industry, which employs 700 people and
has an annual turnover of €250 million (data
as of 2008). Its core business is in the supply
of components for the production of chlorine,
caustic soda and other industrial electrochem-
ical applications. FROG is an exemplary case
to investigate in the scope of our research
because it has managed to recover from a dif-
ficult crisis at the end of the 1990s thanks to
a radical shift toward an amphibious behav-
ior. Indeed, the four behavioral traits identi-
fied in the previous section can be clearly
observed together with their impact on the

AAbbssoorrbbiinngg  kknnoowwlleeddggee  ffrroomm  tthhee  oouuttssiiddee

The fittest firms show a superior attitude
when it comes to absorbing knowledge from
the environment and make a profitable use of
it. The concept of absorptive capacity has been
developed to identify a firm’s ability to recog-
nize the value of external knowledge, assim-
ilate and utilize such knowledge to commer-
cial ends (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). In today’s
hypercompetitive business arenas, this capa-
bility has become of paramount importance
for ensuring sustained competitive advantage.
Put it with the words of Astra Zeneca’s CEO,
“ninety-nine percent of everything exciting
that happens will happen outside your own
research lab” (Escribano et al., 2009). Amphibi-
ous companies have porous boundaries that
allow the effective osmosis of knowledge from
outside in. In addition, they are equipped with
organizational mechanisms, e.g., dedicated
functions or gatekeepers, that ensure a prop-
er identification, evaluation and reception of
that knowledge (Kale et al., 2002). Genzyme
has achieved its success by absorbing early
stage ideas and projects from universities or
small biotech companies and developing them
into novel therapies for previously untreat-
able diseases (Chesbrough, 2006). Thanks to
this business model, Genzyme is one of the
only three companies, the others being Amgen
and Genentech, that make profits in these hard
times of the biotech industry (Pisano, 2006). 

Amphibians (especially frogs) are known
for the unique feature of breathing largely
through their highly permeable skin. Oxygen
is dissolved in an aqueous film on the skin and
passes from there to the blood. Tiny blood ves-
sels and capillaries, under the outer skin lay-
ers, make this possible. The ability of frogs to
absorb a critical resource like air through sev-
eral dispersed elements of their body resem-
bles the capacity of amphibian firms to assim-
ilate knowledge and technologies from the
many inter-organizational relationships they
establish with external organizations, such as
clients, suppliers, competitors, universities and
individuals.

PPhheennoottyyppee  aanndd  ggeennoottyyppee

Our main argument in this paper is that
these four behavioral traits, which can be
observed in the fittest and most successful
companies competing in today’s hypercom-
petitive businesses, are the external manifes-
tation of a set of dynamic capabilities which
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impressive record of sales and profits that FROG
has scored in the most recent years.

Our empirical analysis is based therefore
on a single case study methodology, which
allows to study a complex phenomenon under
particularly insightful circumstances, captur-
ing its intangible and hidden facets (Eisen-
hardt and Graebner, 2007). This paper makes
an illustrative use of the case study, i.e. it lever-
ages qualitative evidence to illustrate with
practical examples the concepts that are devel-
oped in the conceptual argument (Siggelkow,
2007). To this purpose, the investigated firm
has to be “very special in the sense of allowing
one to gain certain insights that other organi-
zations would not be able to provide”
(Siggelkow, 2007, p. 20). The major strategic
shift implemented by FROG in order to surge
back to profitability is exemplary in this regard.
The single case study methodology has obvi-
ous limitations, in terms of generalization and
external validity, as noted by Yin (2003). How-
ever, the reader should notice that we do not
attempt to draw generalizations from the sin-
gle case study under analysis, but we use this
paradigmatic case as a helpful illustration of
the phenotype of an amphibious company.

Information about FROG, Inc. was collect-
ed through semi-structured interviews with
key informants and internal documentation.
Specifically, we went after the following steps
during the analysis:

First, we met the Chief Executive Officer of
FROG to inform him about our research
project. During this meeting, we asked the
CEO to introduce ourselves to several
respondents who could help us in data col-
lection. We decided to interview: (i) the head
of the R&D function; (ii) the head of the
Business Development function; (iii) the
Chief Execution Officer of one of the joint
ventures established by FROG; (iv) a uni-
versity professor who advised FROG on its
strategic plan. Interviewing multiple
respondents is beneficial to reduce the risk
of retrospective and personal interpreta-
tion biases, that might undermine the valid-
ity of case study research (Yin, 2003);
Then we personally interviewed the select-
ed informants; we undertook one semi-
structured interview for each respondent
(each interview lasted on average two
hours). Direct interviews followed a semi-
structured guide, that comprised a set of
open questions regarding the evolution of
FROG’s strategic management approach
over time;

Secondary information was collected in the
form of reports, charts and transcripts of
meetings between managers. This provid-
ed the researchers with background infor-
mation about FROG and the strategic deci-
sion making to which it was accustomed.
Above all, these information sources were
integrated, in a triangulation process, with
data drawn from the direct interviews, in
order to avoid post hoc rationalisation and
ensure construct validity (Yin, 2003). No
relevant inconsistencies between informa-
tion collected through interviews and sec-
ondary sources were identified;
All interviews were tape-recorded and tran-
scribed. After transcription, a telephone fol-
low-up with each respondent was conduct-
ed with the aim to collect missing informa-
tion.

Data collected through the case study were
manipulated before being analysed. In partic-
ular we applied the following methods (Miles
and Huberman, 1984): (i) data categorisation,
which requires the decomposition and aggre-
gation of data in order to highlight some char-
acteristics (e.g., type of relationships that the
firm establishes with external actors during
innovation activities) and to facilitate subse-
quent analyses; (ii) data contextualisation,
which entails the analysis of contextual vari-
ables that may cause unpredictable relation-
ships between facts and circumstances. Then,
the manipulated data were aggregated to
obtain a systematic description of the evolu-
tion of FROG’s strategic behavior over time.
Finally, explanation-building procedures were
used so that the causal relationships between
events and circumstances could be identified.
These structured procedures for data collec-
tion and analysis helped enhance the reliabil-
ity of the research (Yin, 2003).

The case study

Founded in the 1920s and still led by an Ital-
ian family, FROG is an established, leading
player in the global chemical industry. In par-
ticular, FROG, Inc. is a major supplier of process
technologies and equipment for the produc-
tion of chlorine, caustic soda and derivatives,
as well as of noble metal-coated electrodes for
chlor-alkali applications. Its main customers
are large chemical producers. The business
arena is characterized by industry concentra-
tion and slow technical change, with tradi-
tional technologies still playing a critical role.
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reduced margins, especially in the business of
chemical reactors’ manufacturing, had very
negative impacts on FROG’s economic and
financial results. FROG’s profits plummeted
by more than 40% in the first years of the
2000s and the firm had to lay off 10% of its
workforce. The competitiveness of FROG was
indeed severely challenged by this downturn.

FFRROOGG  jjuummppiinngg  oouutt  ooff  tthhee  ccrriissiiss::  tthhee  aammpphhiibbii--
oouuss  ssttrraatteeggiicc  sshhiifftt

The initial strategic response to the crisis
turned out to be unsatisfactory. A number of
isolated initiatives, such as the relocation of
some products to the low-end of the market
or the closure of a few factories, were soon dis-
carded. Things changed after an internal reor-
ganization and radical turnaround, with the
design and implementation of a major shift
in FROG’s strategy.

The key initiative regards the incisive re-
invention of the firm’s business model, devised
after a careful look and understanding of its

Within this context, FROG has distinguished
itself as a successful innovator, with 60 pro-
fessionals and more than €10 million annual
investments devoted to Research & Develop-
ment activities. A long record of breakthrough
technologies, in the form of anodes and elec-
trodes for electrochemical processes, has
enabled FROG to control more than 50% of its
reference markets and experience high prof-
it margins. This until the end of 1990s.

The traditional business model of FROG can
be defined as vertically integrated. Economic
value is created through investments in the
development of strong technological know-
how and in the design of superior electrochem-
ical components. The components are manu-
factured and incorporated into the production
of chemical reactors, which are then sold to
chemical producers. All these activities are
performed in-house under the strict hierar-
chical control of FROG’s management. At the
turn of 20th century, however, changes in the
competitive scenario, including raising levels
of competition, shrinking market demand and

11998800ss  --  11999900ss  VVeerrttiiccaall  iinntteeggrraattiioonn
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Figure 1 Re-invention of business model by FROG, Inc.
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nies and FROG gets in return equity stakes in
the JVs from 50 to 20 per cent. Joint venturing
is chosen as an external governance form
because the resulting fully-dedicated firms
allow to achieve an effective integration
between FROG’s superior technology and the
downstream complementary assets held by
leading partners in some segments of the
chemical market. FROG has paid particular
attention to the selection of the most suitable
allies. In the case of UD-JV, an established
leader is selected to provide best-in-class dis-
tribution channels, brand and market pres-
ence. In NU-JV, FROG partners with a small
and highly entrepreneurial firm possessing
fuel cell technologies that are perfect comple-
ments to FROG’s IP. The ally in ST-JV is instead
chosen because of the existence of a close align-
ment of strategic objectives and similarity of
culture.

The impressive economic results achieved
by these joint ventures and their leading posi-
tion in their own market niches provide evi-
dence for the development by FROG of a supe-
rior ability in managing external relations in
addition to internal operations. In 2008, the
total revenues earned by the JVs and accruing
to FROG proportionally to the equity owned,
amount to €60 million, twice the figure in the
1990s when the related technologies were
exploited in-house. Revenues from the JVs cur-
rently constitute 22 per cent of FROG’s total
turnover. The effective combination of inward

changed environment. In fact, FROG divests
its downstream, and now less profitable, activ-
ities related to the production of reactors, while
focusing on the upstream development and
supply of high-tech components. Managers
realize that core components are now the “bot-
tleneck” assets in the value chain, the critical
elements enabling differentiation and value
creation, while resources and competencies
related to machinery and equipment for chem-
ical plants are “commoditized” and can be more
easily “cashed out” through external paths to
market. The re-invention of the business model
is depicted in Figure 1. This strategic shift gives
rise to a number of amphibious initiatives that
are described in the following.

The first relates to technology exploitation.
The new strategy can be described with the
words of the Head of the Business Develop-
ment function: “an exclusively internal appro-
priation of value for core technologies on com-
ponents; an outward exploitation approach
with external partners for non-core technolo-
gies on plants and reactors”. Accordingly, while
intellectual property (IP) on components and
related production processes continues to be
vertically controlled and internally exploited,
about 100 patents related to machinery and
chemical plants are transferred to three newly
formed joint ventures (JV), labeled in this paper
NU-JV, UD-JV, ST-JV (see Table 1 for additional
information). These technologies worth €10
million are used to capitalize the new compa-

Table 1 Main features of the Joint Ventures established by FROG, Inc.

JJVV
NNaammee

BBiirrtthh
YYeeaarr

FFRROOGG
%%  EEqquuiittyy

OObbjjeeccttiivveess
FFRROOGG

ccoonnttrriibbuuttiioonn
PPaarrttnneerr

ccoonnttrriibbuuttiioonn
JJVV

bbuussiinneessss

NU-JV 2001 20
Risk and cost
sharing

Technological Technological Fuel cells

UD-JV 2000 50
Achieve large

scale
Technological +
Marketing

Technological +
Marketing

Engineering
company

ST-JV 2002 30
Access to com-
plementary
assets

Technological
Marketing and

brand
Seawater 
treatment
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ples show that the amphibious traits that we
have presented as distinct in our conceptual
development are strongly intertwined in
practice. They act in concert and make up the
phenotype of an amphibious company, which
ultimately allows to achieve and sustain com-
petitive advantage. This reinforcing mecha-
nism will also emerge in the remaining of the
case study.

FROG’s new strategic approach is not limi-
ted to technology push, i.e. driven by the need
to maximize the exploitation of its technolo-
gical assets. In the recent years FROG has also
distinguished itself for spotting business
opportunities in totally unrelated fields and
making unobvious connections between users’
unsatisfied needs, information holes and other
firms’ shortages. Playing the role of the bro-
ker and activating a network pull mechanism,
FROG has developed product innovations by
wisely mashing up ideas and knowledge dis-
persed in the environment. This has occurred,
e.g., in the development of electrodes for swim-
ming pools’ disinfection. It all begins at an
international fair, where people from the busi-
ness development function at FROG are inform-
ed about the almost unseized potential of the
residential swimming pool market and the
large room for improving existing disinfecti-
on technologies. A business unit at FROG has
a prior knowledge of the leading supplier of
swimming pool controls in the U.S. market,
which agrees to sign a commercial partner-
ship. By doing so, FROG earns access to the
ally’s portfolios of customers, including con-
struction companies and pool builders. From
a technical point of view, FROG starts adap-
ting its electrodes to the new application. To
integrate a technology that is lacking in-house,
FROG acquires the majority stake of a small
supplier of electrodes. FROG’s components have
now reached 30% of the global swimming
pools market and generate annual revenues
in excess of €20 million. Although the profits
in the swimming pools market are not so high,
this cross-fertilization operation has genera-
ted additional cash for FROG and has helped
diversify the risk of its business portfolio.

This last example also points to the impor-
tance of assimilating technological knowled-
ge from the environment. FROG has formally
dedicated 15% of its R&D budget to in-source
ideas and solutions at different stages of deve-
lopment, which can be incorporated into its
product development process. The preferred
partners are universities. For instance, FROG

and outward modes is an amphibious trait
that distinguishes FROG from its closest com-
petitors: “FROG’s approach is unique: competi-
tors in the industry play alone, they barely
have any collaboration” (CEO of UD-JV).

Beginning from the 2000s, FROG has diver-
sified in different arenas adapting its core com-
petencies to market specificities, just as amphi-
bians do. Diversification has occurred along
both product and geographical dimensions.
All the initiatives of product diversification
can be defined as technology push, i.e. they
build upon FROG’s strong and distinctive elect-
rochemical know-how. In few years, FROG has
entered into several related markets: electro-
galvanizing, surface finishing, industrial water
treatment, electronic printed circuit boards,
coating services, energy saving technologies.
Not only these strategic moves exploit the
general purpose nature of electrochemical
technology, but they also leverage the rich
humus of FROG’s design and development engi-
neers, process specialists, project managers,
and quality engineers, to solve a wide range
of customer needs. Some of these diversifica-
tion opportunities are pursued through inter-
nal growth and direct investments into whol-
ly owned divisions, as in the case of a new busi-
ness unit for energy saving technologies, others
are seized instead through external vehicles.
This is the case, e.g., of FROG’s entry into the
copper electrowinning business. FROG’s mana-
gers realize that their R&D department has
developed a superior solution for the treat-
ment of copper pickling. However, electrowin-
ning has never been considered as an attracti-
ve or conquerable market for the vertically
integrated FROG, due to its small size. 

Consistently with the new amphibious busi-
ness model, FROG’s business development
function proactively identifies and establis-
hes a strategic alliance with an Australian
minerals group, which possesses the most ade-
quate machinery to incorporate FROG’s anode.
Although it is too early to say a definitive word,
the success of this initiative is demonstrated
by the uninterrupted sales growth since 2004.
FROG has also diversified into new geographi-
cal markets. In addition to its traditional sub-
sidiaries in Germany, Brazil and USA, FROG
has opened branches in China and India, with
the aim to meet the demand of rapidly deve-
loping local industries and provide superior
service to regional clients. The Indian branch
is actually a joint venture with a local part-
ner. This and the copper electrowinning exam-
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ched new products in previously unexplored
markets.

Although it is outside the scope of the paper
to study how these dynamic capabilities deve-
lop over time, the analysis of the case study
indicates that the following factors favor their
emergence in an organization: (i) a period of
economic crisis which makes it evident to top
management that a change in the firm’s stra-
tegic approach is needed; (ii) a strong commit-
ment from top management toward champio-
ning a company-wide process of analysis and
search of new sources of sustained competi-
tive advantage; (iii) the presence of effective
social integration mechanisms that favor com-
munication across hierarchical levels and the
assimilation of shared corporate values and
mission; (iv) the existence of an organizatio-
nal culture that does not hinder out-of-the-
box thinking, risk-taking and entrepreneuri-
al individual behaviors.  

Conclusions 

The aim of this paper is to present and dis-
cuss the phenotype of the amphibious com-
pany, which is intended as the fittest econo-
mic species in today’s hypercompetitive busi-
ness arenas and hence the most likely to sur-
vive and prosper. It emerges from our analysis
that the amphibious company is characteri-
zed by a set of distinctive behavioral traits,
which become evident when it interacts with
its external context, namely doing different
jobs good, diversifying in multiple market are-
nas, brokering and bridging across business
networks and absorbing knowledge from the
outside. Whereas amphibious companies are
the fittest in the current competitive landsca-
pe, firms that struggle to identify the most
favorable industry positioning, protect it by
erecting strong entry barriers, exclusively rely
on internal knowledge and capabilities to deve-
lop new products and services are at a severe
disadvantage. These firms had prospered ins-
tead in the past, in an environment characte-
rized by largely predictable changes in mar-
kets and technologies, well defined industry
boundaries, and fairly limited international
competition.

The amphibian phenotype described in this
paper captures and synthesizes into a single
organizational species several behavioral traits
that have been separately identified and asso-
ciated to superior performance by some recent
theories in the field of strategic management,
e.g., open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) and

has absorbed from a university in Central Italy
innovative know-how in microbiology and
agronomy. This knowledge has allowed to
adapt FROG’s electrochemical technologies to
the needs of agricultural businesses with the
aim of improving cultivation processes. For
this purpose, a spin-off venture has been crea-
ted, where FROG holds an 80% equity share
and university researchers the remaining 20%.
The scouting of external innovations and their
absorption has improved at FROG since the
establishment of a dedicated business deve-
lopment function which acts as an effective
antenna that scans and recognizes valuable
knowledge pockets. The success with this busi-
ness development function is due to the right
mix of legal, marketing and technical compe-
tencies of its members and the decisional auto-
nomy they have been assigned, coupled with
a formal performance management system
which makes them accountable for their choi-
ces.

Taken together, the introduction of exter-
nal governance forms, the pursuit of business
diversification, the brokerage across business
networks and the absorption of knowledge
from the environment have helped FROG to
surge back to profitability. The company mana-
gers agree on the importance of these courses
of actions, that we have classified as distincti-
ve traits of the amphibious company: “Re-
inventing our business model has made FROG
a very leveraged and asset light company. Our
revenue per employee figures are the highest
in the industry” (Head of R&D function); “Our
EBIT margin is more typical of Armani and other
fashion companies than of chemical busines-
ses” (Head of the business development functi-
on). Our analysis shows that the transforma-
tion of FROG into an amphibious company is
the result of the development of a set of firm-
level dynamic capabilities. Superior reconfi-
guring capability by FROG is evident if we con-
sider its ability to adapt resources and manage-
ment systems to match the requirements of a
changing environment. Superior sensing capa-
bility has allowed FROG to timely identify and
calibrate opportunities for new businesses.
From the analysis of internal reports, it emer-
ges that the number of new business plans
evaluated by the strategic committee has more
than doubled with respect to the end of the
1990s. Finally, superior seizing, i.e. the ability
to promptly address opportunities by commit-
ting investments and resources without delay,
is evident in the rapidity with which FROG has
established its joint ventures and has laun-
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reasons to believe that small companies can-
not benefit from becoming amphibious in the
near future. Rather, the amphibious phenoty-
pe appears to be particularly adequate to enab-
le small companies fill the resource gap with
larger enterprises by leveraging their intrin-
sic flexibility and speed.

Despite its illustrative nature, our hope is
that the paper can provide some valuable
insights to managers in chemical firms about
how to increase profits and fuel growth. This
could be very important especially in the cur-
rent economic downturn.
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